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Abstract

Establishing basal cell carcinoma (BCC) subtype is sometimes challenging for pathologists. Deep-learning (DL) algorithms are an emerging
approach in image classification due to their performance, accompanied by a new concept – transfer learning, which implies replacing the
final layers of a trained network and retraining it for a new task, while keeping the weights from the imported layers. A DL convolution-based
software, capable of classifying 10 subtypes of BCC, was designed. Transfer learning from three general-purpose image classification networks
(AlexNet, GoogLeNet, and ResNet-18) was used. Three pathologists independently labeled 2249 patches. Ninety percent of data was used
for training and 10% for testing on 100 independent training sequences. Each of the resulted networks independently labeled the whole dataset.
Mean and standard deviation (SD) accuracy (ACC) [%]/sensitivity (SN) [%]/specificity (SP) [%]/area under the curve (AUC) for all the networks
was 82.53±2.63/72.52±3.63/97.94±0.3/0.99. The software was validated on another 50-image dataset, and its results are comparable with
the result of three pathologists in terms of agreement. All networks had similar classification accuracies, which demonstrated that they reached
a maximum classification rate on the dataset. The software shows promising results, and with further development can be successfully used
on histological images, assisting pathologists’ diagnosis and teaching.
Keywords: basal cell carcinoma, BCC, deep learning, transfer learning, classification, subtypes.

 Introduction
Basal cell carcinoma (BCC) is the most encountered
skin malignancy with a rising incidence rate worldwide,
even in younger patients [1–4]. Although BCCs rarely
metastasize, they are locally destructive and have recurrences
risk which impacts the quality of life [2], therefore a sharp
diagnosis could forewarn and prevent this. Currently, the
“gold standard” for diagnosis is histopathology [1–3], hence
the purpose of our paper is to come in aid of the pathologist,
by providing a reliable image analysis software.
The latest World Health Organization (WHO) Classification of Skin Tumors recognizes 10 different subtypes
of BCC, as follows: nodular (with three different variants:
keratotic, nodulocystic and adenoid), superficial (which can
sometimes appear multifocal), micronodular, infiltrating,
sclerosing, basosquamous, pigmented, with sarcomatoid
differentiation, with adnexal differentiation and fibroepithelial [5].
The National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN)
Guidelines [6] as well as multidisciplinary experts from the
European Dermatology Forum, European Organization
of Research and Treatment of Cancer and the European
Association of Dermato-Oncology [1] recommend the
division of BCC subtypes into low-risk (LR) and highrisk (HR) groups based on recurrence risk or into “easyto-treat” and “difficult-to-treat” groups based on specific

treatment management problems. Therefore, the latest
WHO Classification of Skin Tumors highlights a table
that shows which subtypes are categorized as LR and HR.
The LR subtypes are nodular, superficial, pigmented,
infundibulocystic (a variant with adnexal differentiation)
and fibroepithelial [5]. The HR subtypes are basosquamous,
sclerosing, infiltrating, micronodular and sarcomatoid
differentiation [5]. Although superficial BCC belongs to the
LR group, a special remark must be made for the multifocal
variant, because these tumors have an increased risk of
incomplete excision with a higher recurrence rate and subclinical spread, therefore many authors consider multifocal
superficial subtype as HR [7–9], which we also considered
in the present study.
Due to whole-slide imaging (WSI) acquisitions, digital
pathology has become more popular in the past years [10]
and with its different automatic image analysis methods
appear [11]. Using distinct pattern recognition algorithms
and analysis methods, these pieces of software main purpose
is capturing and interpreting morphological and architectural
characteristic of different tissues and tumors, taking into
consideration the diverse combination of visual patterns
from histological slides which have variable morphology
and architectural arrangements of cells [10, 12].
In computer science, artificial intelligence (AI) is the
simulation of human intelligence processes by machines,
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with the purpose of maximizing its chance of achieving its
goal [13]. From all the types of AI, deep neural networks
(DNNs) are a particular type of neural networks (NNs)
that showed outstanding performance on public benchmark
data sets [14–16] and are extensively used in image
classification. Testing the performance of a classifier implies
the computation of several performance descriptors, namely
accuracy (ACC), sensitivity (SN), specificity (SP), and area
under the curve (AUC).
Having settled the HR and LR concepts in BCC,
while using an AI system, we run in a new concept called
explainable AI (XAI). Since the DNNs seem to work out
like a black-box, the concept of XAI emerged pretty soon
after their creation and originates in the argument-driven
decision-making of the human mind. Samek et al. [17]
stratifies the most important arguments of XAI in verification
of the system, improvement of the system, learning from the
system, and compliance to legislation, while Hagras [18]
resumes that the explainability sits at the intersection of
several areas of active research in AI: transparency, causality,
bias, fairness, safety. In the end, Montavon et al. [19]
summarizes the methods of XAI, as follows: (i) functional
approaches [20], where the explanation results from the
local analysis of the prediction function (e.g., SN analysis
or Taylor series expansion), and (ii) message passing
approaches [21, 22] that view the prediction as the output
of a computational graph, and where the explanation is
obtained by running a backward pass in that graph.
Without further detailing the concept of XAI, we need to
understand that for the transition from research to real life
application, this concept must be, at least in part, applied.
The use of deep-learning (DL) convolutional networks
in BCC diagnosis has been studied by other researchers
as follows. van Zon et al. researched their use on margin
control in Mohs surgery with the purpose of alleviating the
workload of manually evaluating each slide by determining
whether a WSI has BCC or not [23]. To do so, they created
a two-model framework: one used pixel segmentation by
applying a trained U-Net over the WSI and the other used
a convolutional NN.
Using convolutional NN, Albahar propose a classification
system for skin lesions that distinguishes between benign
and malignant lesions such as seborrheic keratosis vs. BCC
or nevus vs. melanoma and reports a maximum 97.49%
ACC rate for the classification [24].
WSIs [25] or slides patches were analyzed using DL
NN frameworks for accurate BCC detection on digitally
scanned histopathology images. Jiang et al. proposes an
inquiry on smartphone-captured microscopic ocular images
[25] and achieves comparable performance on detecting

BCC as the previously mentioned methods (WSI and patches
from slides [26]). They developed two DL frameworks: a
‘cascade’ and a ‘segmentation’ framework [25]. The ‘cascade’
structure included a classification model for identifying
difficult cases (pictures with low prediction confidence) as
well as a segmentation model for more in-depth examination
of the difficult [25]. All photos were directly segmented
and categorized using the ‘segmentation’ framework.
Cruz-Roa et al. used DL for BCC detection on 1417
image patches of 300×300 pixels and obtained the best
ACC (0.921±0.031), precision (0.901±0.041) and prediction
model (0.79 to 0.96) on digital stained images where cancer
regions were outputed in red and non-tumoral tissue in blue
[12]. The issue encountered in their study was the fact that
the software recognized large dark nuclei proliferations,
thus being exposed to confusion with non-tumoral structures,
such as epidermis or various glands [12].
Another approach to the use of DL methods was
performed by Kimeswenger et al. who proposed an artificial
NN screening of BCC WSI with the purpose of tumor
region identification and swift classification [27]. In their
research, the artificial NN’s diagnosis-relevant regions
were compared to pathologists’ areas of interest, as detected
by eye-tracking techniques. Their proposed method recognized
BCC tumor areas with a 95% SN [confidence interval (CI):
0.951–0.979] and a 95% SP (CI: 0.859–0.960), moreover
they also observed that machine learning algorithms, when
compared to pathologists’ eye-tracking results, rely on
markedly distinct recognition patterns for tumor diagnosis
[27], which shows that the use of this kind of software
improves the diagnostic quality of the human eye.
Andrew et al. propose a different use of machine learning
algorithms: an automatic decision-making algorithm that
predicts multidisciplinary team recommendations for nasal
BCC with the purpose of reducing caseload and providing
automatic decisions [28]. Their results show a 37.5% of
patients may be confidently predicted to undergo Mohs
micrographic surgery (based on age and tumor location)
likewise, the teams’ choice of traditional treatment (surgical
excision or radiotherapy) could be consistently predicted
(depending on age and on phenotype and size of the tumor),
resulting in an accurate prediction in 45.1% of cases [28].
Other researchers, such as Campanella et al., researched
BCC slides, along with other types of tumors, such as
prostatic cancer and axillary lymph node with breast cancer
metastasis, by using DL convolutional networks [29].
The state-of-the-art results on BCC image classification
are summarized in Table 1. Network architecture, dataset
overview, classifications target, and performance assessment
of each study are presented.

Table 1 – State of the art results on BCC image classification/segmentation. The default target is classification unless
otherwise specified
Paper
van Zon et al. (2021)
[23]
Campanella et al. (2022)
[29]

Network
architecture
U-Net for
segmentation
Proprietary for
classification
ResNet34

Dataset
171 WSI

9962 WSI

Target
Segmentation & classification
Two classes:
▪ BCC;
▪ Normal.
Two classes:
▪ BCC;
▪ Normal.

Performance assessment
Dice score 0.66
AUC 90%
AUC 98%
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Network
architecture

Dataset

Target

Jiang et al. (2020) [25]

GoogleNet
inception v3

6610 images

Two classes:
▪ BCC;
▪ Normal.

Cruz-Roa et al. (2013)
[12]

Proprietary

1417 image patches

Two classes:
▪ BCC;
▪ Normal.

Santilli et al. (2020) [30]

Proprietary

190 iKnife scans

VGG11

820 WSI

Putten et al. (2018) [31]

Proprietary
ResNet-based

ISIC Archive

Arevalo et al. (2015) [10]

Proprietary

1417 images

Esteva et al. (2017) [32]

Inception v3

129 450 dermatoscopy
images

Hosny et al. (2020) [33]

AlexNet

100 015 dermatoscopy
images

Kimeswenger et al. (2021)
[27]

Jinnai et al. (2020) [34]

Thomas et al. (2021) [35]

VGG-16

ResNet50

5846 clinical images

290 WSI

Two classes:
▪ BCC;
▪ Normal.
Segmentation
Two classes:
▪ BCC;
▪ Normal.
Two classes:
▪ BCC;
▪ Normal.
Segmentation
Two classes:
▪ BCC;
▪ Normal.
Three classes
Nine classes
Seven classes
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Performance assessment
The ‘cascade’ framework
SN 93%
SP 91%
The ‘segmentation’ framework
SN 97%
SP 94%
AUC 98%
ACC 90%
Precision 0.876
SN 86%
SP 92%
F-measure 0.872
Balanced ACC 89%
ACC 96.62%
SN 100%
SP 95%
SN 95%
SP 95%
SN 96%
SP 89%
AUC 0.981
ACC 72%
ACC 55%
ACC 98.70%
SN 95.60%
SP 99.27%
Precision 95.06%

Seven classes:
▪ Malignant melanoma;
▪ BCC;
▪ Nevus;
▪ Seborrheic keratosis;
▪ Senile lentigo;
▪ Hematoma;
▪ Hemangioma.
Two classes:
▪ Malignant;
▪ Normal.
Four classes:
▪ BCC;
▪ Squamous cell carcinoma;
▪ Intraepidermal carcinoma;
▪ Normal.
Two classes:
▪ Malignant;
▪ Normal.

ACC 86.2%

ACC 91.5%
SN 83.3%
SP 94.5%
ACC 93.6%

ACC 97.9%

ACC: Accuracy; AUC: Area under the curve; BCC: Basal cell carcinoma; ISIC: International Skin Imaging Collaboration; SN: Sensitivity; SP:
Specificity; WSI: Whole-slide imaging.

Our research tackles the difficult topic of histopathology
image analysis, namely the diagnosis of BCC subtypes
and variants. The aim of the work is to develop a novel,
reliable, and free application which can be used by
pathologists for a first or second opinion and can be used
by young trainees for learning. The reason why of all
malignancies, we chose to study BCCs lies in the fact that
they are the most common skin malignancy [1–3] and
therefore there is enough data to properly test the reliability
of the software.
The novelty of the approach is that the classification
application based on DL with transfer learning aims to
classify images in subtypes and variants of BCC, rather than
discriminating between BCC and normal tissue, or BCC
and other malignancies as presented in Table 1.

 Materials and Methods
Materials
The dataset consists of 102 consecutive cases of BCC
presented at the Clinical Municipal Hospital, Cluj-Napoca,
Romania. Data was collected after receiving approval
from the Research Ethics Committee (Approval No. 7749/
21.09.2021).
The surgically excised tissue was histologically processed
using the standard procedure, and the slides were stained
using the Hematoxylin–Eosin (HE) staining. One hundred
and seventy-eight slides were scanned using Pannoramic
SCAN II, 3DHISTECH (Budapest, Hungary), using 20×
objectives. Crops of 643×643 with 24 red, green, blue
(RGB) were selected by a trained pathologist and using a
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panel of three pathologists only the crops where the diagnosis
was fully agreed on were kept. From the 643×643 image,
we only used 512×512 around the center of the image, the
rest being additional pixels that permitted image rotation,
for data augmentation.
In the end the dataset consisted in 2249 image crops,
labeled as: HR infiltrating and sclerosing (384), HR micro-

nodular (316), HR superficial multifocal (25), LR with
adnexal differentiation (78), LR nodular (508), LR nodular
adenoid variant (218), LR nodular keratotic variant (101),
LR nodular nodulocystic variant (126), LR pigmented (366),
LR superficial unifocal (127). Samples of each subtype
are presented in Figure 1 (a–j).

Figure 1 – Dataset samples: (a) HR infiltrating and sclerosing; (b) HR micronodular; (c) HR superficial multifocal;
(d) LR with adnexal differentiation; (e) LR nodular; (f) LR nodular adenoid variant; (g) LR nodular keratotic variant;
(h) LR nodular nodulocystic variant; (i) LR pigmented; (j) LR superficial unifocal. HE staining: (a–j) ×200. HE:
Hematoxylin–Eosin; HR: High risk; LR: Low risk.

Methods
Three DNNs, with different architecture, designed for
the classification of real-world images in 1000 classes, trained
on the ImageNet [36] were modified using the transfer
learning concept [37] to classify BCC images in 10 different
patterns, three considered as HR and seven as LR. The
networks were modified, re-trained, and the results were
statistically assessed. The best performer networks of each
architecture were packed in a standalone application capable
of classifying live images into the 10 subtypes of BCC
named earlier. In the end, the application was used to
predict the class of 50 new images and the results were
compared with the opinion of the three pathologists’ panel.
All the computations were done in Matlab® (MathWorks,
USA).
Networks transfer, training, and evaluation
Three pre-trained networks were selected using previous
work [38, 39] and a combination of good ACC and good
prediction-time, as presented in [40].
The first network taken in consideration was AlexNet
[14], a convolution-based NN that has five convolutional
layers, in part followed by max-pooling layers, and two
globally connected layers, that ends with 1000-way softmax.
The network model can be downloaded for free from [41],
and it is available in Matlab. The network was introduced
in 2012.
The second model was GoogLeNet [16], a significantly
different network and with non-linear architecture, having
22 layers, and introducing the architecture concept of
“inception”. The network model can be downloaded for
free from [42], and it is also available in Matlab. The

network was introduced in 2014.
The third model was ResNet-18 [43], also having a
non-linear architecture, with 18 layers, and being introduced
in 2016. The network model is also available in Matlab.
Each of the models underwent transformations to adapt
to the new task. Instead of having to classify images from
the real world (as they were intended for), all network’s
final layers have been replaced with new layers, thus the
last fully connected layer was replaced, together with the
output layer, for the new classification task. The output
layer had 10 classes to match the labels of our dataset.
Next, the modified pre-trained networks, having the
last layers reset and adapted for the new classification
task, underwent the training procedure. The training was
done on the new dataset, each time 10% of the images
were kept for validation and 90% were used in the training
itself in the so-called tenfold cross-validation methodology.
The training hyper-parameters options were kept the same
for all three architectures, and set empirically, with Mini
Batch Size set to 100, the initial learning rate to 0.0001,
and a validation patience of 4. All networks were trained
using the stochastic gradient descent with momentum
(SGDM) as optimizer.
The performance was assessed in terms of mean ACC,
SN, SP, and AUC.
Standalone application
The best performing network from each model in all
100 runs were packed in a standalone application, designed
and compiled in Matlab, that has two functionalities. The
first functionality is an image-by-image classification
approach where the user opens an image and the application
predicts the class, showing the three network’s outputs.
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The second functionality is the live option, which acquires
images from the cursor position and predicts the class,
similar with the other functionality, but in a continuous
manner, thus offering the possibility of using the application
together with a live microscope camera or WSI image
viewer.
Clinical evaluation
Fifty images from five consecutive BCCs were randomly
selected from WSIs resulting in the same procedure as the
original dataset was created. The images were labeled using
the application described in the previous subchapter and
independently by three pathologists. The agreement between
the three best networks and the three pathologists was
further assessed.
Statistical assessment
NNs neurons weight adjustment is dependent on the
training and validation dataset and the way the data is
presented to the network. This puts the NNs family algorithms
in the larger family of stochastic algorithms. This in turn
makes our DNN algorithms stochastic. Since we want
robust and trustworthy results, the algorithms must be
independently run several times with different input data
and the evaluation result must be presented as a mean
[together with standard deviation (SD)] result. To obtain
a suitable statistical power – two-tailed type of null hypothesis
with default statistical power goal p≥95% and type I error
α=0.05 – level of significance, all three models have been
independently run 100 time with a tenfold cross-validation
using random 90% of the data for training and the remainder
10% for validation. For each run, the training and testing
data was randomly selected, but all three networks used the
same data, so their performance can be directly compared.
Kolmogorov–Smirnov, Lilliefors, and the Shapiro–
Wilk W tests were used to seek the normal distribution of
data.
Agreement between the three networks and the three
pathologists form the panel has been measured using Cohen’s
kappa (κ) coefficient [44]. The statistic is a more robust
measure than the simple percent agreement because it
includes the possibility of the agreement to appear by
chance. The p-value of kappa is not reported since it is
irrelevant to its meaning because even low values of kappa
can be significantly different from zero. Thus, magnitude
guidelines for kappa coefficient have been set, however
they are not universally accepted. A common interpretation
[45] characterize values <0 as indicating no agreement
and 0–0.20 as slight, 0.21–0.40 as fair, 0.41–0.60 as
moderate, 0.61–0.80 as substantial, and 0.81–1 as almost
perfect agreement. Different authors [46] characterize
kappas over 0.75 as excellent, 0.40 to 0.75 as fair to good,
and less than 0.40 as poor. Since there is no evidence to
support any interpretation, and the intervals are set rather
empirical, for interpretation Landis & Koch [45] guidelines
were used.

and SD for ACC together with normality assessment are
presented in Table 2.
Table 2 – Network ACC [%] performance assessment.
Kolmogorov–Smirnov with p-level, Lilliefors p, Shapiro–
Wilk W with p-level
AlexNet
ACC [%]

A total of 300 trained networks resulted, 100 having
AlexNet architecture, 100 having GoogLeNet architecture,
and the last 100 having ResNet-18 architecture. Mean

GoogLeNet

ResNet-18

82.16±2.60 83.03±2.67

82.42±2.61

Kolmogorov–Smirnov

0.12

0.10

0.09

p-level

<0.01

<0.01

0.03
0.04

Lilliefors p

<0.01

0.01

Shapiro–Wilk W

0.97

0.98

0.99

p-level

0.02

0.16

0.36

ACC: Accuracy.

Though the normality tests indicated mixed Gaussian
and non-Gaussian distribution of the samples, since the
sample size is large (n=100) the normality of the data can
be assumed, thus parametric tests can be used. One-way
analysis of variance (ANOVA) showed sum of squares
(SS)=39, with two degrees of freedom, mean square
(MS)=19.63, F=2.83, Fcrit=3.02 and a p-value of 0.06
meaning there are no significant differences between the
mean ACC of the three models. Post-hoc Tukey’s test
confirms the results and individual p-values are presented
in Table 3.
Table 3 – Statistical assessment of mean ACC. Posthoc Tukey’s test p-value
GoogLeNet

ResNet-18

0.05

0.77

AlexNet
GoogLeNet

0.23

ACC: Accuracy.

Mean and SD for SN are presented in Table 4.
Table 4 – Network SN [%] performance assessment
SN [%]

AlexNet

GoogLeNet

ResNet-18

72.74±3.74

72.90±3.29

71.93±3.88

SN: Sensitivity.

One-way ANOVA showed SS=55, with two degrees
of freedom, MS=27.45, F=2.06, Fcrit=3.02 and a p-value
of 0.129 meaning there are no significant differences
between the mean SN of the three models. Post-hoc
Tukey’s test confirms the result and individual p-values
are presented in Table 5.
Table 5 – Statistical assessment of mean SN. Post-hoc
Tukey’s test p-value
AlexNet

GoogLeNet

ResNet-18

0.89

0.25

GoogLeNet

0.14

SN: Sensitivity.

Mean and SD for SP are presented in Table 6.
Table 6 – Network SP [%] performance assessment
SP [%]

 Results

1021

AlexNet

GoogLeNet

ResNet-18

97.90±0.30

98.01±0.31

97.93±0.31

SP: Specificity.

Though the normality tests indicated mixed Gaussian
and non-Gaussian distribution of the samples, since the
sample size is large (n=100) the normality of the data can
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be assumed, thus parametric tests can be used. One-way
ANOVA showed SS=0.66, with two degrees of freedom,
MS=0.33, F=3.41, Fcrit=3.02 and a p-value of 0.03 suggesting
there are significant differences between the SP of the three
models. Post-hoc Tukey’s test confirms the result and
individual p-values are presented in Table 7.

Table 11 – Confusion matrix of the best performing
model of GoogLeNet

Table 7 – Statistical assessment of mean SP. Post-hoc
Tukey’s test p-value
AlexNet

GoogLeNet

ResNet-18

0.03

0.76

GoogLeNet

Output
class

0.15

SP: Specificity.

Both GoogLeNet and AlexNet outperformed ResNet18 in the matter of AUC, as seen in Table 8.
Table 8 – Network AUC performance assessment
AUC

AlexNet

GoogLeNet

ResNet-18

0.9946±0.0031

0.9956±0.0025

0.9931±0.0045

AUC: Area under the curve.

One-way ANOVA showed SS=0.000309, with two
degrees of freedom, MS=0.00015, F=12.56, Fcrit=3.02
and a p-value of <0.001 meaning there are significant
differences between the mean AUC of the three models.
Post-hoc Tukey’s test confirms the results and individual
p-values are presented in Table 9.

AlexNet

0.08

4

5

6

7

8

9

0

0

0

0

0

1

10
0

2

7 305 0

3

0

0

1

0

0

0

3

0

1

13

0

1

0

0

0

0

10

4

0

4

0

73

0

1

0

0

0

0

5

2

3

0

0 496 0

0

1

5

1

6

0

0

0

1

5 208 0

0

4

0

7

3

1

0

0

1

1

95

0

0

0

8

1

0

0

0

8

5

1 110 1

0

9

2

5

0

1

9

10

0

2 234 3

10

0

1

0

0

4

0

0

0

1 121

Table 12 – Confusion matrix of the best performing
model of ResNet-18
ResNet-18

Target class
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

2

4

310

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

3

0

0

14

0

0

0

1

1

1

8

4

3

0

0

74

1

0

0

0

0

0

5

0

2

0

0

501

0

0

3

2

0

6

0

0

0

1

2

211

0

1

3

0

0.01

7

2

1

0

0

2

0

95

1

0

0

0.001

8

0

0

0

0

6

1

0

118

1

0

9

2

1

0

0

6

4

1

0

351

1

10

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

126

Output
class

Though there is no statistical difference in the mean AUC
between AlexNet and GoogLeNet they both outperform
ResNet-18.
Confusion matrices on all samples in the dataset from
the best performing network of each architecture are
presented in Tables 10–12, while HR and LR confusion
matrices of the same run are presented in Table 13.
Table 10 – Confusion matrix of the best performing
model of AlexNet

Output
class

3
0

Class codes are 1: HR infiltrating and sclerosing, 2: HR micronodular,
3: HR superficial multifocal, 4: LR adnexal, 5: LR nodular, 6: LR
nodular adenoid, 7: LR nodular keratotic, 8: LR nodular nodulocystic,
9: LR pigmented, 10: LR superficial unifocal. HR: High risk; LR: Low risk.

AUC: Area under the curve.

AlexNet

1

382

ResNet-18

GoogLeNet

2

1 383 0

1

Table 9 – Statistical assessment of mean AUC. Posthoc Tukey’s test p-value
GoogLeNet

Target class

GoogLeNet

Target class

Class codes are 1: HR infiltrating and sclerosing, 2: HR micronodular,
3: HR superficial multifocal, 4: LR adnexal, 5: LR nodular, 6: LR
nodular adenoid, 7: LR nodular keratotic, 8: LR nodular nodulocystic,
9: LR pigmented, 10: LR superficial unifocal. HR: High risk; LR: Low risk.

Table 13 – Confusion matrices of the best performing
model of each architecture on HR and LR class prediction
AlexNet

GoogLeNet

ResNet-18

Output
class

HR

LR

HR

LR

HR

LR

HR

715

10

709

16

710

15

LR

20

1504

22

1502

12

1512

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

381

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

2

1

309

0

3

3

0

0

0

0

0

3

1

0

22

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

HR: High risk; LR: Low risk.

4

0

1

0

75

1

1

0

0

0

0

5

0

3

0

0

502

0

0

1

2

0

6

0

3

0

3

5

204

0

2

1

0

7

2

1

0

0

2

0

95

0

1

0

8

0

1

0

0

10

2

0

110

3

0

9

1

7

0

0

18

4

0

0

355

1

10

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

125

The best performing networks from each architecture
were packed in a standalone application. AlexNet’s best
ACC [%]/SN [%]/SP [%]/AUC performance was 95.95/
94.49/99.51/0.99, GoogLeNet’s 95.06/90.28/99.42/0.99,
and ResNet-18’s 97.02/92.67/99.65/0.99 when tested on
the whole dataset. A running application view can be seen
in Figure 2.
The HR/LR ACC [%]/SN [%]/SP [%]/AUC, as resulted
from Table 13 was 98.66/98.62/98.68/0.99 for AlexNet,
98.31/97.79/98.55/99.42/0.99 for GoogLeNet, and 98.79/
97.93/99.21/0.99 for ResNet-18.

Class codes are 1: HR infiltrating and sclerosing, 2: HR micronodular,
3: HR superficial multifocal, 4: LR adnexal, 5: LR nodular, 6: LR
nodular adenoid, 7: LR nodular keratotic, 8: LR nodular nodulocystic,
9: LR pigmented, 10: LR superficial unifocal. HR: High risk; LR: Low risk.

Target class

Target class

Target class
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Figure 2 – Standalone application. Running the “Live” mode of a new image.

The standalone application and the “.MAT”-file for
the three pre-trained networks are offered for free on the
following repository https://github.com/Mircea-Sebastian
-Serbanescu/3-Deep-Neural-Networks-on-10-Subtypesof-Basal-Cell-Carcinoma-AlexNet-GoogLeNe-ResNet18-App.git.
Results of the clinical evaluation are presented in
Table 14.
Table 14 – Clinical evaluation assessment: Cohen’s
kappa (κ) coefficient. P1–P3 represent the three panel
pathologists
P1
P1
P2

P2

P3

1 0.7570 0.6815 0.7004
1

P3
AlexNet
GoogLeNet
ResNet-18

0.7481 0.7331
1

0.7098

ResNet18
0.6197

AlexNet GoogLeNet

0.7421

0.6817

0.7214

0.6703

0.6068

1

0.8289

0.6837

1

0.7475
1

All Cohen’s kappas were above 0.6 (Table 14), showing
substantial agreement. Overall, the networks agreed more
(mean = 0.7533) than the pathologists (mean = 0.7288). The
best agreement was 0.8289, being interpreted as almost perfect,
and being registered between AlexNet and GoogLeNet.
Average agreement between the pathologists and the
networks was 0.6862, with GoogLeNet and P2 having the
best agreement of 0.7421 and ResNet-18 showing all kappas
smaller than 0.7 when compared with the pathologists.
 Discussions
Medical fields such as radiology have been researching
computational methods for a long time now [47–50]. Because
in pathology practice, converting whole glass slides into
digital slides using digital slide scanners has only emerged
a few years ago, the use of computational methods in the
field of pathology has lagged behind in the healthcare
digital revolution, as Campanella et al. [26] also states when
assessing DL methods on WSI. However, as scanner
technology has advanced so has digital pathology with

transfer learning, thus being able to improve assisted
diagnosis, shorten diagnosis time and enable pathologists
to work in a digital system. Because of the rapid increase
of medical devices with digital recording systems and the
vast amount of data provided by DL technologies, the
healthcare system stands to gain a great deal. Fuchs &
Buhmann [51], and Louis et al. [52] also agree that
computational pathology has a promising path ahead.
Our study is based on DL convolutional networks. Other
researchers also studied DL methods in various medical
fields [53] for example ophthalmology [54–56], brain tumor
segmentation [57], skin cancer [32, 58], radiology [48,
49, 59] or pathology [25, 60–62].
From a histopathological point of view, the various
subtypes and their variants are all characterized by a
proliferation of basaloid cells with hyperchromatic nuclei
and scant cytoplasm with a characteristic palisade arrangement
at the periphery [5, 9]. The surrounding stroma is fibromyxoid and often creates artificial slits around the tumor
islets [5, 9, 63].
Different architecture patterns are encountered depending
on the subtype. Although most images were correctly labeled
by our application, we will discuss in the following paragraph
the biggest confusions made by each model. In our study,
the best performing model of GoogLeNet confused seven
images of micronodular subtype with in-filtrating and
sclerosing subtypes. We think this happened because of
their histological appearance which consist of small basaloid
cell islets variable in size and shape [5, 9]. While basaloid
islets may have a similar appearance, the same cannot be
said about the surrounding stroma: the sclerosing subtype
has a desmoplastic sclerotic stroma, the infiltrating subtype
has an infiltrative invasion pattern and the micronodular
subtype is surrounded by normal dermis [5, 9, 64].
We speculate tissue processing and staining may have
played a role in the confusion matrix. In four instances,
GoogLeNet also confused micronodular subtype with
adnexal differentiation subtype. The later consists of basaloid
cell islands with particular differentiation, such as hair
matrix, follicular infundibulum, sebaceous, ductal, eccrine,
or apocrine [5].
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Another confusion made by GoogLeNet (10 images)
was between unifocal and multifocal superficial BCC. By
its definition, the superficial subtype is characterized by
small basaloid cell lobules confined to the papillary dermis
[5]. We think this confusion was made because the network
saw a connection (which was not seen by pathologists)
between multifocal lesions and interpreted them as a single
tumor. Five images with adenoid variant of the nodular
subtype were confused by GoogLeNet with the simple
nodular subtype. The histopathology of the nodular subtype
consists of solid islands of basaloid cells with typical
peripheral palisading and disorganized cell arrangement
in the center of the isle [5, 9]. Adenoid variant of the
nodular subtype has a specific characteristic: cribriform
nests [5]. We believe that in the misdiagnosed images, the
solid nodular nest prevailed in quantity when compared
to the cribriform nests, so they were classified by the
network as nodular.
Following the same path, AlexNet also wrongly classified
two images with nodular keratotic variant as simple nodular
subtype and 10 images with nodulocystic variant as simple
nodular. Both keratotic and nodulocystic are variants of
the nodular subtype, the keratotic variant showing mature
keratinization in the basal cell nests and the nodulocystic
variant showing cystic degeneration [5, 9]. AlexNet confused
18 images with pigmented BCC and classified them as
nodular subtype. The pigmented subtype is characterized
by the presence of melanin pigment [5]. The issue with
this definition is the fact that there is no specific required
quantity of melanin pigment for diagnosis, therefore we
consider that the error was closely related with the quantity
of pigment present in the analyzed images.
Analyzing the confusion matrices, in the XAI acceptance
of learning from the system, we can see where the networks
mistakenly labeled images from one class with labels from
another.
As a general observation on the confusion matrices,
we concluded that ResNet-18 has a uniform confusion
distribution, where both AlexNet and GoogLeNet have a
more convergent confusion.
Research with AI in skin lesions went further and the
use of ex vivo confocal microscopy obtaining a diagnostic
SN and SP of 88% and 91%, respectively [61], using
different AI algorithms for data preparation and decision.
For data preparation they used a cycle-consistent generative
adversarial network [63] to add color to the images and
used a U-Net architecture [65] with transfer learning from
EfcientNet-B0 [66], which had been previously pre-trained
on ImageNet [36] for decision. Similar results were reported
a reflectance confocal microscopy research [29].
Giving the vast applications of DL methods in various
BCC topics, we find our research relevant to this matter
and did not find any other research able to discriminate
between 10 or more subtypes of BCC.
In the matter of XAI, our approach only explains its
HR and LR decision by the BCC subtypes detected in the
image. This is not entirely in accordance with the XAI
concept, where the focus is on understanding the basic
logics within the network. From the example in Figure 2,
we can see the overall pattern of the BCC is micronodular,
but the sub-sample that feeds the network contains more
interstitial tissue tricking the ResNet-18 network into

predicting infiltrating and sclerosing, while the other two
DNNs got the right answer. Nevertheless, both subtypes
are part of the HR class, so the overall output is correct.
Augmenting the decision of ResNet-18 or the other two
DNNs on this particular case goes further in the XAI concept,
but with the current dataset it is not possible. One explainable
approach would be using semantic segmentation that classifies
each pixel, in both BCC patterns and surrounding elements,
while the decision comes after. This approach could better
implement the XAI concept and is the direction of future
research.
By creating a two-model framework (pixel segmentation
by a trained U-Net over the WSI and convolutional NN),
van Zon et al. tried to determine whether a slide had BCC
on it or not [23]. By comparison, in our study we also
used convolutional NN, bringing up that we used three
different network architecture, and we modified them using
the transfer learning concept. Although the number of studied
cases (70) and images (171) were smaller compared to ours
(102 cases and 2249 images) and the approach different,
van Zon et al. obtained promising results with an average
dice score of 0.66 and an average area under the receiver
operating curve (ROC) value of 0.90 [23]. In comparison,
our study obtained best AUC values ranging from 0.9956
(GoogLeNet) to 0.9931 (ResNet-18).
Campanella et al. [26] and also used convolutional NN
but had best results with trained ResNet-34 models, as
opposed to us where AlexNet and ResNet-18 had similar
performance.
As mentioned before, Jiang et al. [25] developed two
DL frameworks (a ‘cascade’ and a ‘segmentation’ framework)
that analyses smartphone-captured images from the
microscope ocular. A classification model for detecting
problematic cases as well as a segmentation model for a
more in-depth investigation of the challenging scenarios
were incorporated in the ‘cascade’ framework which attained
0.93 SN, 0.91 SP and 0.976 AUCs [26]. All photos were
directly segmented and categorized using the ‘segmentation’
framework, which was more accurate than the ‘cascade’
one, achieving 0.97 SN, 0.94 SP and 0.987 AUC [25]. All
thought Jiang et al. [25] obtained better SN and SP when
compared to our study (SN between 72.9 and 71.93, SP
between 98.01 and 97.90), the main focus of the software
was different, theirs being BCC recognitions and ours
being subtype classification.
Santilli et al. used DL framework to detect BCC from
tissue burns on surgical margins using real-time rapid
evaporative ionization mass spectrometry technology
(REIMS) and recorded each burn as a peak in a chromatogram which they later analyzed using a DL framework
and achieved an average ACC (SD) of 96.62% (1.35%)
for the classification between burnt BCC and non-tumoral
tissue [30]. Furthermore, they obtained a SN of 100.00%
and SP of 95.00% for the two compared groups [30] which
stands to prove the diversity of DL technology uses.
Our previous experience with transfer learning on
prostate carcinoma image classification has shown no
statistical differences on ACC between AlexNet and
GoogLeNet, but when used on an external dataset, AlexNet
had better results [38,67]. Similar to those findings, all
three networks had comparable performance, GoogLeNet
performed slightly better but with non-sustained significance.
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Better results could have been obtained using a hardware
color normalization before applying the algorithms.
As intended, we advocate that our application can assist
pathologists by providing first or second opinions and
shortening diagnosis time. Fernandez et al. also states
that computational algorithms can minimize the strain of
professionals and even provide a second opinion, boosting
the number of accurate diagnoses [47]. According to Esteva
et al., DL systems could help doctors by providing second
opinions and by indicating problematic areas in photos [68].
Digital pathology can be used in medical education for
training purposes, to provide insight into cases or as an
evaluation/testing strategy [69]. We think that DNN can
add value to the previously stated benefits by providing
students and young doctors with a self or remote-study
option that can be accessed at any given time. Jahn et al.
states that the first contact pathologists have with digital
slides is for medical teaching purposes and specifies that
things like image resolution or data storage are of secondary
importance [70]. We envision the use of our application
in medical universities and teaching hospitals and foresee
it as a great asset for young practitioners.
Study limitations
An important limitation in the research comparing
human and algorithms performance is a lack of clinical
context. Computer algorithms do not take into consideration
patients’ clinical setting (such as disease history, family
history, other paraclinical tests, patient anamnesis and so
on). They only take into consideration the input image,
thus creating a bias in the final diagnosis.
Another limitation is the size of the data set. To achieve
the best possible image analysis system performance, large
datasets are required. Our data set falls into the small
dataset for a specific task category, and this is due to the
limitation of cases of the hospital itself. More than that,
the dataset is unbalanced due to the natural distribution of
the cases. We must make a special remark in the context
of the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic,
which drastically reduced the number of operated BCC
cases in our hospital. Without a doubt, the present COVID19 pandemic, as well as the social distancing restrictions
that have accompanied it, has also provided an advantage
by boosting digital pathology.
Authors, such as Esteva et al., also highlight the need
for larger labelled datasets and state that smaller datasets
have an easier data collection process but tend to perform
poorly than larger ones [68].
Nevertheless, the cost of digital slide storage, secured
servers and the cost of image analysis systems development
and maintenance must be taken into consideration and
interpreted in a cost-effective manner when assessing its
use in pathological diagnosis. In a comprehensive study,
Farahani et al. [71] evaluates the advantages and limitations
of WSI and concludes that it will transform pathologists
practice and serve as beneficial for the patients’ diagnosis.
Another broad research was done by Jahn et al. the pros,
cons and emerging perspectives have been researched and
the issue of cost-effectiveness has been tackled, although
a definitive verdict is yet to be given, due to the scant
number of studies in this domain and to the often-estimated
costs derived from single-center experiences that are difficult
to generalize [70].
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 Conclusions
The paper shows the concept, implementation, and
validation of a DL approach on BCC subtype/variant image
classification, based on the concept of transfer learning
and trained on a dataset of 2249 images labeled with 10
subtypes and grouped in HR and LR. The NNs were
obtained from AlexNet, GoogLeNet and ResNet-18 and
achieved an average ACC/SN/SP/AUC of around 82%/
72%/98%/0.99, with a slightly better performance form
GoogLeNet. In the matter of agreement (Cohen’s kappa),
the networks had higher agreement performance than the
pathologists. The best agreement was registered between
AlexNet and GoogLeNet. A standalone application packed
the best performing networks of each architecture, and
together with the three pre-trained NN “.MAT”-files was
offered for free on a public repository.
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